Comparison of Radar-based Microwave Imaging Algorithms applied to Experimental Breast Phantoms
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Abstract

Microwave imaging is a promising imaging modality for the early detection of breast cancer. The two most important signal processing components of a radar-based microwave imaging system are the early-time artifact removal and the image reconstruction algorithm. Several image reconstruction algorithms have been developed and their performance has been evaluated in a number of studies. However, most of these evaluation studies were either performed on numerical breast phantoms or used an idealized artifact removal algorithm. In this paper, a range of both data independent and data adaptive imaging algorithms are evaluated using experimental breast phantoms in combination with a realistic artifact removal algorithm. The clutter rejection capabilities of each algorithm are assessed in the presence of experimental noise and residual artifacts using a range of appropriate image quality metrics.

1 Introduction

The quality of a radar-based microwave breast image is largely dependent on the clutter rejection capability of the imaging algorithm and the efficacy of early-time artifact removal algorithm. A number of image reconstruction algorithms have been developed since the inception of radar-based microwave breast imaging using Confocal Microwave Imaging (CMI) [1]. The performance of a selection of these imaging algorithms has been evaluated in a number of studies [2–7]. However, most of the comparative studies evaluated a limited number of imaging algorithms [2]; used relatively simplistic numerical breast models [3–5]; and employed an idealized artifact removal algorithm [6–8].

The focus of this paper is to: (i) evaluate a broader number of image reconstruction algorithms for the microwave breast imaging that include both Data-Independent (DI) and Data Adaptive (DA) beamformers; (ii) use experimental breast phantoms to evaluate their performance in the presence of experimental noise; (iii) and use a realistic artifact removal algorithm to account for the impact of any residual artifacts on the image quality. The experimental breast phantoms used in this evaluation study were developed at the University of Calgary (UofC) and scanned with the second generation Tissue Sensing Adaptive Radar (TSAR) prototype [9]. The early-time artifact is reduced using the Hybrid Artifact Removal (HAR) algorithm [10, 11]. The quality of the images reconstructed using the various imaging algorithms is evaluated using a number of appropriate image quality metrics.

2 Imaging Algorithms

The imaging algorithms examined in this paper are as follows: Delay-And-Sum (DAS) [1]; Delay-Multiply-And-Sum (DMAS) [6]; Improved Delay-And-Sum (IDAS) [6]; Coherence Factor based DAS (CF-DAS) [12]; Channel Ranked DAS (CR-DAS) [13]; and Robust Capon Beamformer (RCB) [3].

In the conventional DAS beamformer, the signals received at individual channels are time-aligned for a synthetic focal point $\vec{r}$. Next, the time-aligned signals are summed together. The reflections from the tumour are expected to add coherently. Conversely, the reflections from healthy tissues and any artifacts are expected to add incoherently. The energy of the summed signal (often computed over a time-window) is assigned to the intensity of the focal point under consideration, and the process is repeated for all focal points within the breast. More advanced algorithms are variants of the conventional DAS algorithm. The DMAS adds a pairing multiplication step to DAS that synthetically increases the sample size resulting in better clutter suppression. The IDAS and the CF-DAS add coherence quality-based weighting factors in the DAS to improve the imaging quality. The CR-DAS scales each individual signal with a weighting factor to reward channels with shorter propagation path, assuming that the signals at such channels would have suffered less attenuation and would contain stronger tumour responses [13]. Finally, the RCB estimates the signal energy for each each synthetic focal point by adaptively selecting a weight vector for the received signals. The weight vector is chosen to attenuate the interference and noise while preserving the signal of interest.

3 Experimental Phantoms

The experimental breast phantoms used in this paper have been described in [9]. The breast phantoms include ma-
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materials representing skin tissue, fatty tissue, glandular tissue and tumour tissue. The carbon/urethane rubber mixture with different concentration of carbon is used to mimic the dielectric properties of skin, glandular structures and of the tumour. Canola oil is used to mimic fat tissue. The first of the two breast phantoms, $E1$ has a skin layer, fatty tissue and a 16 mm diameter tumour located at (7 mm, 13 mm, -50.5 mm) and the second breast phantom $E2$ contains a skin layer, a 4 cm diameter cylindrical glandular structure and a 16 mm tumour located at (-28 mm, 12 mm, -31 mm). The measurement data is collected using the TSAR prototype system described in [9]. Measurements are acquired at 1200 frequencies between 10 MHz and 12 GHz with a 1 kHz Intermediate Frequency (IF) bandwidth. The frequency-domain data is adjusted to compensate for antenna aperture location and is calibrated prior to the application of the artifact removal algorithm and final imaging. The calibration is performed by subtracting measurements that were collected at the same antenna positions but in the absence of the breast phantom. The calibrated frequency-domain data is then weighted with a differentiated Gaussian pulse of centre frequency 4 GHz and an approximate bandwidth of 5 GHz. Finally, an inverse Chirp-Z transform is used to convert the frequency-domain data to the time-domain for processing through the artifact removal and imaging algorithms.

4 Results

The measurement data from both experimental phantoms is processed through six imaging algorithms (described in Section 2) after preprocessing and application of the artifact removal algorithm. Three image quality metrics are computed from the resultant 3D images. The Signal-to-Clutter Ratio (SCR) is defined as the ratio of tumour intensity to clutter intensity in the 3D image. The Signal-to-Mean Ratio (SMR) is defined as the ratio of the average intensity of the tumour region to the average intensity of the overall 3D image. The localisation error is measured as a distance between the known tumour location and the detected location. Figure 1 shows images of $E2$ produced with various imaging algorithms. The dominant response in each image is close to the actual location of the tumour. However, localisation error can be observed in each image. The images produced with all advanced algorithms have relatively lower average clutter than the conventional DAS, with the exception of CR-DAS.

Figure 2(a) shows average SMR values obtained from each imaging algorithm. On average, the IDAS provides the highest SMR value indicating best background clutter suppression capability. The SMR values of the RCB and DMAS are very similar and are only approximately 3 dB lower than the SMR value of the IDAS. While CF-DAS improves the DAS image by approximately 4 dB in terms of SMR, the CR-DAS provides same SMR value as DAS image. Figure 2(b) shows the average SCR computed for each imaging algorithm. The IDAS provided the highest SMR, however, the average SCR value of the IDAS is same as the DAS. Similarly, the CF-DAS, the CR-DAS and the RCB have lower values of SCR when compared to the DAS. The lower SCR values suggest that these algorithms also reward the secondary high intensity responses while improving the tumour response. In terms of SCR, the best performance is achieved by the DMAS.

While the IDAS achieved highest SMR, it also has the
highest localisation error as shown in Figure 2. The DMAS, CR-DAS and the DAS have same localisation error (11 mm). The CF-DAS provides lowest localisation error and the RCB has significantly lower localisation error than the DAS. It can be concluded that the IDAS, CR-DAS and the RCB significantly improve the image quality in terms of suppression of background clutter. However, DMAS is the only algorithm that significantly improves the image quality in terms of both the SMR and the SCR while keeping the localisation error same as the DAS.

5 Conclusions

In this study, the performance of a variety of DI and DA algorithms was evaluated using experimental breast phantoms. Two carbon/urethane rubber mixture based breast phantoms were scanned with the TSAR prototype at the UoFC. The measurement data was first preprocessed and the artifact was removed using the HAR algorithm. Three image quality metrics were computed from the 3D image produced with each imaging algorithm. The IDAS, CF-DAS, DMAS and RCB improved the image quality by suppressing the background clutter as compared to the DAS. However, the IDAS, CF-DAS and the RCB also improved the high intensity clutter regions resulting in the lower SCR. The DMAS algorithm was found to be the only algorithm that not only suppressed the background clutter but it also suppressed high intensity clutter regions.

Future work will investigate the performance of imaging algorithms using clinical patients.
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